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On semantic transformation
Product design elements as brand manifestations
T-M. Karjalainen University of Art & Design, Helsinki, Finland

Abstract
The paper presents an extract of my doctoral research in progress. It discusses the notion of
semantic transformation, both as a conceptual orientation in which product design is seen
embodying semantic references to specific brand qualities, and as the actual transformation process
through which (linguistic) brand definitions develop into (visual) design elements. The conceptual
framework stems from the fields of design semantics, brand research, design management, and
design research. Theoretical discussion is supported in the paper by illustrative examples, derived
from the in-depth case study of Volvo cars.
First, the paper covers the themes of company identity, meaning transmission and creation, and
brand representations. This is followed by brief viewpoints on product design as brand attribute
embodying specific semantic references. Finally, I will elaborate on the issue of semantic
transformation in the context of design process, particularly regarding identification of so-called
traceable and non-traceable design elements.
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On semantic transformation
Product design elements as brand manifestations
Introduction
The significance of design as a central brand identity attribute has been recognised in design
management and brand literature. However, studies that focus on clarifying how brand identity is
actually reinforced through specific product design features are rare. In this respect, more
understanding might be gained by combining insights from different research fields, such as design
semantics, brand research, and design management. This could contribute to novel insights
regarding the notion of semantic transformation, both as a wide conceptual orientation in which
product design is seen embodying semantic references to specific brand qualities, and as the actual
transformation process through which (linguistic) definitions develop into (visual) design elements.
This paper presents an extract of my doctoral research in progress. The objective of my research is
to study how specific identity references are formed in product design to signal certain brand or
category membership or, in other words, how the semantic transformation is constructed.
Accordingly, theoretical goals include clarifying what constitutes brand identity, and
conceptualising the notion of identity references in product design (see figure 1). My conceptual
framework stems, in specific, from the fields of design semantics, design management, brand
research, and design research. This listing is, however, only indicative, while all of these fields are
multidisciplinary by definition.

Figure 1: Summary of my research focus and data collection
As figure 1 illustrates, the empirical goal of my research is also twofold. I focus, first, on studying
the essence and representation of brand identity through specific product cases, and second, on
explaining how these attributes are transferred into product design elements. My study approaches
these themes in a qualitative manner through selected product and company cases. The prior data
sources may be grouped into three categories. First, public documents and internal company
documents are used to describe various representations of brand identity. Second, products
themselves, and in specific their design features (as they occur), are analysed in order to clarify
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functions of products as brand manifestations. Third, personal interviews enable potential insights
of the transformation process as experienced and described by designers themselves. Personal
interviews are included in two in-depth cases (2-5 designers in both). In addition, I have analysed a
number of illustrative cases primarily on the basis on secondary material. In this particular paper, I
will present extracts of Volvo cars that is one of the in-depth cases in my study.

Identity of the company
My research tackles meaning creation by regarding companies’ brands and products as social and
cultural symbols. In this context, symbol is regarded in accordance to the view of Peirce (1998) as a
conventional sign that depends on acquired or inborn habit and functions through associations.
Within this extensive and utterly complex subject, I adhere to clarifying how companies charge
meanings to various communicative replicas in a merely intentional manner, in other words, to
achieve certain strategic goals. In specific, my interest is on product design that in various product
categories serves as a central tool of identification. Even though being fully aware of the dual nature
– the interactivity aspect – of the signification process, I have tried to elude the consumer
interpretation of brand representations.
Hence, I regard the notion of identity as a strategic concept, which consequently suggests that it
may be intentionally affected to a certain degree. Identity has three fundamental functions. It may
contribute to company or brand recognition (identification), to differentiation of the company’s
offerings from those of competitors (distinction, uniqueness), and to creation of coherence across
different markets and product categories, as well as over time (consistency). I use (the metaphor of)
“identity” as a converging term to indicate certain “sameness” (as the Latin word “identitas”
suggests). As for instance Karvonen (1999: 45) notes, identity is a problematic concept - while
being unambiguous - and might be used only to denote differentiation from something else. The
ambiguous nature is highlighted by a number of overlapping terms - such as character, personality,
philosophy, profile, reputation, image, perception, and positioning - which are used in a diverse
manner depending on the user in question. I will not go deeper into different terms in this paper but
confine myself to a generic statement that treats identity as something that through (intentional)
messages appears as a specific projection of personality (see e.g. Bernstein 1984, Baker and Balmer
1997, Markkanen 1998, Karvonen 1999). This personality and, further, identity (or character) stems
from an underlying philosophy or mission and impacts the ultimate perception, that is, image and
reputation of the company (Baker and Balmer 1997).
Corporate identity is one of the established terms in this context. However, it has been used in
various meanings (resulting in competing “schools of thought”) as illustrated, for instance, by
Baker & Balmer (1997), van Riel and Balmer (1997), and Markkanen (1998). In generic manner,
there appear two main perspectives: the strategic, performance-oriented view (internalisation of the
identity) and the visual, operative-implementation view (externalisation) (see in specific
Markkanen 1998: 48). To illustrate the idea of internal and external identity, I may use the rather
simplifying iceberg metaphor. It suggests that, on the one hand, identity may be regarded as
everything that the organisation "is" (Balmer 1995), but on the other hand, it consists of different
elements. The part under the surface (congruent to the notion of internal identity) represents the
identity dimension that might be seen as stemming from the company’s “being”. It is difficult to
manipulate while embodying a subconscious dimension in the form of tacit knowledge. This
dimension forms an important basis for the company’s “visible” (external) identity, illustrated as
the tip of the iceberg. The connection between internal and external parts is of dynamic and bidirectional nature. Internal identity is the wellspring of external representations which in turn, while
being perceived and interpreted by stakeholders, constantly shape the submerged part.
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External identity, as the representation of the company’s being, emerges primarily through three
designed areas: products or services, environments, and communications, as summarised by Olins
(1990). I prefer to use communication in a generic manner to include all the messages (also
products) that are formed within this realm, especially emphasising their symbolic characteristics.
In this sense, product design functions as a strong identity manifestation.

Meaning transmission and creation
Symbols are created and used in the cultural and social context through communication. Fornäs
(1998:173) points out that symbolic communication can be regarded from two different points.
First, it may be considered as transmission of embodied meanings from a sender to a recipient (i.e.
from the company to the customer in my context). Second, communication also deals with creating
shared meanings in the social context. This is congruent to the general division of two main
disciplines in communication research in which communication is regarded either as a process of
transmitting messages or from a semiotic perspective as production and change of meanings (Fornäs
1998: 173). In the first, message is dependent on the meanings the “sender” encodes into it. In the
latter, message is a sign construction that generates meaning only when it comes to interaction with
the “recipient”. This gives, however, a rather simplified picture. Even though my research, by
definition, grasps communication from the perspective of (intentional) meaning transmission (in
order to reinforce certain strategic intentions), I put a strong emphasis on the semiotic aspect of
meaning creation. As far as I can judge, these two views are inseparable. While encoding
intentional meanings, for instance, to product design through specific semantic aspects to be
subsequently transmitted to recipients, the company (designer) is also surmising potential
interpretations of these aspects, thus in the actuality of shared meaning creation. Furthermore, the
interactive dimension is stressed through the simple fact that the designer himself, as the consumer
of designed artefacts, belongs also to the group of recipients.
Hence, my adoption of the transmission viewpoint is not to suggest that I would regard consumers
as pure recipients of ready-coded meanings. It is a conceptual limitation through which I may set
my focus on researching how the company (strategically) manages its identity through product
design, thus by creating and communicating intentional messages. Thus, I regard meaning
transmission merely as a strategic action (to affect others through goal-orientated means) instead of
a sole communicative action. To investigate how customers actually interpret these messages (and
often create unexpected meanings from them) would be another story. This choice also relates to
my adoption of identity concept instead of “image”. Although these concepts as such are difficult to
grasp, I regard identity in relation to the sending side of communication, whereas image is
interpretation of a certain message from the receiver’s perspective. Brand image, for instance, is
seen as perceptions about a brand as reflected by the brand associations held in consumer memory
(Keller 1993).

Brand representations
How could then the concept of brand be understood? In order to illustrate the use of the concept in
my framework and to intertwine it with the notions of identity and image, I present figure 2.
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Figure 2: Illustration of key concepts
In generic use, brand might be considered as an intangible asset. Interlocked as a mental concept to
identity and image, brand is embedded in the relationship between the company and the customer as
a specific body of shared meanings. Within this relationship, it is important to notice the process
nature of brand concept. Urde (1999) uses a term “brand orientation” to present his approach, in
which “the processes of the organisation revolve around the creation, development, and protection
of brand identity in an ongoing interaction with target customers with the aim of achieving lasting
competitive advantages in the form of brands”. As Urde further points out, brand identity is formed
through a process of value creation and meaning creation, through the brand (name) and other
assets and competencies of the company. In this regard, the essence of the transmitted and jointly
created net of meanings becomes “condensed” in the concept of brand. Further, the identity of a
brand is fundamentally formed through specific associations. This statement is coherent with the
definition of Aaker (1996: 68), according to which brand identity consists of a unique set of brand
associations representing what the brand stands for.
Nonetheless, by this perspective I do not mean to undermine the fact that identity appears also on
the tangible level, on the level of physical attributes that give existence for associations. This fact is
emphasised in the semiotic analysis where various levels of signification process are conceptually
important. The interaction of physical replicas and symbolic associations is a key issue also in my
study of identity references. The most fundamental physical manifestation of the brand is notably its
name. The brand name functions as a sign, connoting specific meanings by activating a network of
associations, both intended and unpredictable. In my framework, specific design elements (brand’s
“design cues”), when being linked to a certain brand, basically function with the same logic of
embodying particular meanings, as the brand name does.
Brands usually possess certain key identity attributes through which (or through a unique
combination of them) the brand is recognised and associated. “The lesson is to focus on a unique
aspect of the brand that is easy for consumers to remember” (Farquhar 1989: 29). “Safety for life”,
the brand theme of Volvo is an expression of concise and strongly established identity. Companies
also provide lists of “core values” as explicit (and intentional) manifestations of their identity.
These descriptions are usually regarded as fundamental principles that guide – at least should guide
– the “behaviour” of the brand. The core values of Volvo include “quality, safety, and
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environment”. As seen, these descriptions are rather ambiguous and as such do not usually provide
sufficient base for differentiation. Nevertheless, both by reflecting the corporate culture and by
placing certain frames for intentional communication, these descriptions function as organic
elements of company reality. Their importance is stressed, for instance, in situations where there
appear inconsistencies between them and the actual doings of the company. Regarding product
design as brand manifestation, these values also make certain choices explicit, “understandable” for
perceivers, by creating contents for interpretation. A specific design element may perfectly suit the
purposes of Volvo, by referring to some Volvo-specific quality, but may lack meaning (in
intentional sense) if applied to another product.

Product design as brand attribute
Product is often the strongest manifestation of brand identity, while it is usually the ultimate source
through which a brand is evaluated. In regard to the view that regards the product as a (sociocultural) symbol, as a specific means of visual and non-verbal communication, it is important to
recognise the often extremely rich contents that, for instance, product design embodies in terms of
brand associations. In the following I will pay closer attention to the character of product design as
a carrier of semantic qualities.
The dimensions of product as an object of communication may be considered in a semiotic context.
Vihma (1995) identifies four basic dimensions for a design product: material, syntax, pragmatics,
and semantics. The material dimension deals, by definition, with the product’s material qualities.
The syntactic dimension covers the product structure and technical functioning, and the pragmatic
dimension relates to the use of the product. The pragmatic aspect can be further examined through
different functions the product is inclined to perform. Gros (1983) presents a basic categorisation by
dividing product functions into practical functions and product language functions (see also Steffen
2000). The latter group involves, for example, symbol functions that, instead of practical functions
or formal aesthetic functions have a direct contact face to the semantic dimension. Product
semantics focus on the representational product qualities. The semantic dimension emphasises the
aspects of products as symbolic communication.
Specific product qualities – say design elements – function as signs that could be understood, for
example, in accordance to the Peircean tradition of semiotics (Peirce 1955 and 1998). Regarding the
reference relation, sign may be comprehended as a relation to its object, such as a specific quality of
a brand it represents (e.g. “safety” in the case of Volvo). Concerning brand identity references, the
emphasis is placed on the set of associations that functions within the triadic relation between the
sign (“representamen”), the object (of reference), and the interpretant. Within this relation, sign
may refer to its object in an iconic, indexical, or symbolic manner. According to Vihma (1995), we
may talk about iconic, indexical, and symbolic references (or signs) that are to be traced in product
design. Figure 3 presents an exemplary extract of this reference relation as applied to the Volvo
case.
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Figure 3: Example of reference relations in the Volvo case
If used in a comprehensive manner, this frame can be used as a helpful tool to identify sign
references embodied in physical replicas such as design elements. Every significant design element
– its indexical, iconic, and symbolic references – may be analysed in relation to their objects of
reference (brand identity attributes). In addition to a rather straightforward process of decomposing
and connecting between R and O, it is important to notice the presence of the interpretant, while it
adds complexity to the analysis by bringing along the “subjectivity factor”. In specific,
interpretation of symbolic references varies between cultural and social contexts (e.g. between
different countries), because symbols by definition are constructed within this realm.

Symbolic signs and product categories
By analysing design representations through specific replicas embodying conventional, culturally
“agreed” signs, it is possible to form basic product categories. Muller (2001) presents a
categorisation that groups products according to their solution-typical, prototypical and behaviourtypical qualities. Solution-typical categorisation relates to the form as such, whereas prototypical
and, in specific, behaviour-typical categorisations stem from the use of products in cultural and
social contexts. These categorisations involve the important notion of typicality. Namely, a product
may be seen as more typical within a specific category than another one – a chair may look more or
less “chair-like”, or a car more or less Volvo-like.
Consequently, this stresses the importance of selecting a proper level for analysis when identifying
brand-specific design references. The typological model by Muller (2001: 169) suggests three main
levels of categorisation. The basic level relates to prototypical features (stressing the basic function
of the product). The super-ordinate level focuses on solution-typical features (forms as such), and
the sub-ordinate level to behaviour-typical features (in the context of use, interaction). In my study,
the analysis focuses on the latter level that consists of features that actually differentiate competing
products. This level regards design elements in connection to culturally and socially created
meanings. The basic level is inappropriate, for example, to the analysis of Volvo design cues, while
it only includes features that are typical to every car and, thus, do not function as identifying
attributes. The super-ordinate level is, of course, even less accurate.
The case could be somewhat different in other categories, especially in those that are still on the
early phase of their life cycles. For example, in mobile phones the prototypical features – thus, the
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features that a product should have in order to be included in the category of mobile phones – are
less obvious. Especially in terms of design, there exist a number of alternative solutions even for
“basic” elements, such as displays and buttons. Consequently, the higher order features can be
important brand identifiers for a company like Nokia, while it as a powerful player strongly shapes
the course of the whole mobile phone category. Some initially brand-specific (i.e. behaviourtypical) elements can even become product-specific (i.e. prototypical) elements. As Muller (2001:
61) points out, “knowledge and experience with certain category members turns out to greatly
influence typicality”.

Semantic transformation in the design process
As a central manifestation of brand identity, as discussed earlier, product design has a pivotal role
in communicating intentional messages to target customers. This act of encoding intentional
meanings – as condensed and derived from merely linguistic definitions such as brand core values
or product briefs – into product design elements is an example of a process within which semantic
transformation takes place. The notion stresses the semantic and, in specific, symbolic aspects of
product design. Alternatively, this process could be called, for instance, materialisation,
embodiment design, or (visual) form creation (see e.g. Muller 2001: 15).
Figure 4 illustrates an overview of the semantic transformation in the case of Volvo. I will not
discuss the figure in more detail in this paper. It, however, suggests a few important notions. First,
brand-specific design elements refer both to the company’s (brand) heritage and contemporary
market trends. The clue of nurturing consistent brand identity is to use familiar references, but not
on the cost of losing “freshness”. Second, stemming from brand’s identity (core values, heritage,
etc.) and its intentional communication, there appears a “mental” platform for design – called key
concepts of design in Volvo’s case – that functions as a basis for all design activities within the
company. Finally, it may be (and in most cases is) possible to recognise physical design elements
that function as manifestations of brand identity (see figure 5). Some of these elements are longterm, present in subsequent products and entire product portfolios. I call them genuine elements.
Moreover, there also exist contemporary elements that can be recognised as brand-specific. Another
fundamental notion is to distinguish whether a certain design element is, what I call, traceable or
non-traceable. I will elaborate a bit more on this division.

Figure 4: Conceptual framework for analysis of the Volvo case
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Search for traceable design elements
Design elements can be reduced to basic-level ordering elements present through conceptual,
structural, and formal material dimensions (Muller 2001). Some of the brand-specific design
elements can also be characterised by these dimensions, thus traced back into basic ordering
elements. These traceable elements may be explicated in detail and further written into design
guidelines. They can even be analysed and utilised to construct formal computer-based models and
procedures (see e.g. Smyth and Wallace 2000). This emphasises the product portfolio perspective,
according to which specific design elements are systematically used in all a brand’s products to
reinforce consistent brand identity.
Symbolic brand references (represented by design replicas) could be traced in a rather detailed
manner, element by element, following the framework presented in figure 3. Vihma (1995: 141)
and Warell (2001), for instance, present specifications of different references embodied in, and
functions performed by, certain product features. By performing such an analysis, a long list of
brand-specific references (and perhaps their relative weights) may be formed. Precise mappings can
also be problematic, while they offer favourable grounds for subjective interpretations. When
searching for brand identity references, it is often reasonable to adhere to specific “key” elements
(and they are usually not many).
The (new) Volvo design language, for instance, is characterised by few strong design elements –
such as V-shaped bonnet, strong “shoulders”, and massive Volvo-specific grille (see figure 5) – that
are repeated in every recent model. Many of these cues have a strong link to Volvo heritage, as they
were used (in a slightly different format) already in specific models of the 1940’s and 1950’s. Some
of these elements hold clear references to safety, the fundamental core identity attribute of Volvo.
For instance, the strong shoulders make doors look thicker. These design elements (“cues”) consist
of different (sub-level) conceptual elements (such as points, lines, surfaces, and volumes). The
interpretation of certain forms – such as the curved line as the dominant element of side shoulder –
are usually based on fundamentals of human perception, as was illustrated by Volvo designers.

Figure 5: Volvo design cues (genuine design elements)
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Volvo cues do not, however, mean the same thing for every person, which refers to the subjectivity
factor in relation to the interpretant. Besides, it is fair to note that similar elements appear in
products of other manufacturers as well (perhaps in a less systematic manner though). These
elements become Volvo-specific only when they are strategically connected to a specific Volvo
identity through consistent fortification of intentional associations. People outside the target
segment may not recognise the “apparent” symbolic signs or interpret them in a “wrong” way. They
can be characterised as lacking knowledge of relevant codes. Cultural artefacts may be sufficiently
understood only in the social contexts of their use (Fornäs 1998: 171).

Design culture and heritage – non-traceable elements
Nonetheless, I would suggest that not every brand-specific reference could be traced, thus attached
to a physical design replica (at least not on the wider product portfolio context). This refers to the
generic notion of semantic transformation that may be made explicit only to a certain degree. Still,
we often deem specific products incorporating indescribable familiarity in their design. We can
characterise products and their design with representational adjectives or metaphors, but cannot
necessarily indicate in concrete terms how, for example, is an Audi more “dolphin-like” than a
BMW or Mercedes (see Karjalainen 2001).
Thus, in addition to traceable elements, product design seems to embody symbolic references on a
more intangible level. Alternatively to the simple “lack” of these elements, we may not have any
consistent or objective methods to reveal them. Nonetheless, certain design elements and entities
may still be regarded as brand-specific, creating certain subconscious feelings of “right” design
language for brand’s products. This refers to the notion of non-traceable (yet brand-specific) design
references. It is suggested that this notion tackles the existence of tacit knowledge with regard to
brand-specific product language that is transferred to designers’ work (and other parties of design
process) through internal (design) culture and heritage of the company.
The notion of tacit knowledge in this context is perhaps an illogical remark. If those references were
non-traceable, how could they be still recognisable? Or how could they be deemed brand-specific?
From a theoretical point of view, this issue is explained by the complexity involved in the
signification process. As opposed to the example provided by figure 3, the reference relation is
never as static and rarely as straightforward as that. Instead, the reference relation is constructed by
strings of signs that produce a process of complex chain reactions. A sign may activate certain
associations that, in turn, lead to further associations, and so forth. Consequently, this entanglement
of references can take us so far from the “genuine” relation that it is simply impossible to trace
certain objects to any physical forms.

Concluding remarks
One central question remains still unanswered. How do designers experience and handle the process
of semantic transformation? First of all, it seems that there is not great complexity involved in
traceable design elements. A systematic use of them would certainly lead to consistent design
language and further to stronger identity. But this would probably result in unsuccessful products.
The art of developing desirable products usually rests on the capabilities of designers to balance
between innovation and familiarity. Apart from the systematic utilisation of traceable brand
elements in product design, the real challenge lies in designing innovative products that, however,
manifest the intentional identity of the brand. This brings us again to the notion of non-traceable
design elements that relate to specific “brand knowledge”, embedded in the design culture and
heritage of the brand.
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This issue was not approached in specific in this paper. Nonetheless, on the basis of preliminary
analysis of my interviews, it seems that designers possess a specific body of knowledge – explicit
and tacit – of the brand heritage and culture and reflect this knowledge in their work. This
knowledge, which is a fundamental aspect in regard to the design of identity references, is learnt by
personal experience. It involves knowledge of specific identity attributes and their relation to
product functions and characteristics – particularly concerning symbolic contents and typicality of
design features. This is supposed to result in abilities to judge whether specific design is
“appropriate” to the brand or not. In many cases, designers seem to subconsciously create nontraceable design elements, if they have internalised the brand knowledge. Encoding of intentional
references evidently requires more than sole abilities to implement a simple and systematic process
of translating formal descriptions (provided by design briefs or brand identity definitions) into
design elements.
Design is a reductive process while many solutions are always possible (Muller 2001: 158), also in
terms of reference encoding. In this process, designers (and, importantly, also other parties’)
experience and common vision becomes important in order to prevent concept development from
being haphazard. As Schön (1983: 79) notes, there are more variables than can be ultimately
represented, resulting also to consequences other than those intended. Moreover, when mere parties
are involved in the process, subjective opinions become visible. In a situation with multiple paths to
follow, the role of experienced design managers in making choices and guiding the formation of
design language regarding individual products and wider portfolios becomes vital. In addition,
gaining shared understanding of strategic goals and shared knowledge of the means to foster brand
identity is an important objective to strive for. And not only among designers but within the product
development team and the entire company. Besides necessitating various measures in practice, this
multidisciplinary requirement also sets challenges for multidisciplinary research.
Thus, there remain a great number of interesting issues to explore for design-related research. Due
to several limitations – such as the length of this paper and the initial nature of my data analysis – I
was able to approach the issue of semantic transformation only in descriptive indicative manner in
this particular paper.
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